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A Soviet era steam locomotive pulls a retro train from the city of Sortavala about 200 km (125 miles) north of St.Petersburg, Russia, Wednesday, Feb. 17, 2021. The steam-powered retro train runs daily in Karelia, a Russian region on the border with Finland, taking tourists to the Ruskeala natural park from the city of Sortavala. (AP Photo/Dmitri Lovetsky)
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A Soviet era steam locomotive pulls a retro train from the city of Sortavala about 200 km (125 miles) north of St.Petersburg, Russia, Wednesday, Feb. 17, 2021. The steam-powered retro train runs daily in Karelia, a Russian region on the border with Finland, taking tourists to the Ruskeala natural park from the city of Sortavala. (AP Photo/Dmitri Lovetsky)
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A Soviet era steam locomotive pulls a retro train from the city of Sortavala about 200 km (125 miles) north of St.Petersburg, Russia, Wednesday, Feb. 17, 2021. The steam-powered retro train runs daily in Karelia, a Russian region on the border with Finland, taking tourists to the Ruskeala natural park from the city of Sortavala. (AP Photo/Dmitri Lovetsky), APTOPIX
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A Soviet era steam locomotive pulls a retro train in the Ruskeala natural park, about 200 km (125 miles) north of St.Petersburg, Russia, Wednesday, Feb. 17, 2021. The steam-powered retro train runs daily in Karelia, a Russian region on the border with Finland, taking tourists to the Ruskeala natural park from the city of Sortavala. (AP Photo/Dmitri Lovetsky)
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Passengers walk past a Soviet era steam locomotive of a retro train arrived to the city of Sortavala about 200 km (125 miles) north of St. Petersburg, Russia, Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. The steam-powered retro train runs daily in Karelia, a Russian region on the border with Finland, taking tourists to the Ruskeala natural park from the city of Sortavala. (AP Photo/Dmitri Lovetsky)
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Passengers take a selfie photo with a Soviet era steam locomotive of a retro train arrived to the city of Sortavala about 200 km (125 miles) north of St. Petersburg, Russia, Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. The steam-powered retro train runs daily in Karelia, a Russian region on the border with Finland, taking tourists to the Ruskeala natural park from the city of Sortavala. (AP Photo/Dmitri Lovetsky)
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